
VBOX + ZERO CLIENTS = YOUR VDI SOLUTION
VBOX IS A SCALABLE, TURN-KEY VMWARE VIEW BASED SOLUTION THAT PROVIDES  

SECURE VIRTUAL DESKTOPS AND THE BEST END USER EXPERIENCE.

+

ZERO CLIENTS PROTECT YOUR CORPORATE DATA WITH MINIMAL MAINTENANCE, AND 

TAKE JUST MINUTES TO SET UP, SECONDS TO BOOT. 

ZERO CLIENTS FOR 
HORIZON VIEW

VDI MADE EASY 

RackTop Zero Clients combined with vBOX for View 

is the fastest way to implement virtual desktops. Cut 

your VDI deployment time from 18 months to under 8 

hours. Sound impossible? Here’s how RackTop does 

it: together, vBOX and Zero Clients eliminate the VDI 

network and storage guessing-game while reducing 

complexity and the number of pieces required.

RackTop’s View solution contains everything you need 

to implement a virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) with 

the confidence that your endpoints will further enhance 

the end user’s experience. Adding more concurrent 

users is easy - simply add another vBOX and more Zero 

Clients. Need more redundancy? Just add another 

vBOX.    
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FEATURES 

Reliable desktop experience

Low total cost of ownership

Minimal IT administration and support

Powerful, secure and easy to manage

Efficient, centralized computing

More secure than thin clients

Seamless, dynamic remote 
configuration

3D imaging & video editing

Supports PoE

Silent operation

Low power consumption

Setup in seconds

Worry-free warranty

VMware-ready
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“Racktop’s Zero Clients have changed the way we operate at Acton. We rolled 

out vBOX and Zero Clients and not only are we saving money and time, but 

our users are happier. Thanks, RackTop, for making me look good!”

- Eddie Jenkins, CIO, Acton Mobile

CUSTOMER SUCCESS 

MODELS
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FEATURE SPECIFICATIONS

RJ45 Ethernet or Fiber Ethernet connector

5.91” (height) x 5.12” (length) x 1.77” (width)

Ethernet

Dimensions

Processor

Jacks

USB Connectors

Tera2 PCoIP Portal Processor

2 Rear USB 2.0 Connectors

2 Displays

4 Front USB 2.0 Connectors 
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Solve Your Traditional Desktop Problem
RackTop’s Zero Clients are 
designed to combat the 
escalating costs of managing 
traditional PCs. 

In addition to positive user 
experience and secure data, 
implementing Zero Clients allows 
you to lower the total cost of 
ownership (TCO). 

RackTop’s Zero Clients require 
minimal maintenance, take less 
space, and use less energy than 
traditional desktop computers. 
Connect a monitor, keyboard 
and mouse and the Zero Clients 
are ready to go. Coupled with 
the RackTop vBOX, you can 
implement a virtual desktop 
infrastructure that efficiently 
expands on demand.

ABOUT RACKTOP 

To us, being a great company is more 

than just making products. We believe 

technology exists to solve business prob-

lems. That’s why we focus on engineering 

tailored solutions to meet your needs. Rack-

Top Systems designs and develops Enter-

prise data center products built for business. 

We focus on implementing impactful solu-

tions that work for your business on day one.

Our expertise extends beyond our products 

alone. We pride ourselves on not only know-

ing our own products, but also the products 

that touch or connect to them. It’s that do-

main expertise and big picture approach 

that translates into quick ROI and successful 

implementations. 

We’re no ordinary technology company. 

We’re RackTop. Your technology partner 

with solutions that accelerate your business.  

Headphone, microphone, speaker, 12VDC power jack

Power Supply External Power Supply Power Over Ethernet (optional)


